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Calculating Commute Time
•Sum up the squared difference of the ith and jth entries of all 
eigenvectors of the Graph Laplacian.  Each squared difference is 
weighted by the reciprocal of the corresponding eigenvalue; entire 
sum is weighted by the volume, VG (number of edges), of graph
•Alternate methods: resistance distance (electron as random 
walker), Green’s function
•PROBLEM: too slow for real-life graphs, which can stretch into 
millions x millions or billions x billions
Introduction: Commute Time Metric
•Expected time for a random walker to start
at node i, arrive at node j, and return back to i
Commute time between Nodes 1 and 3:
One walker’s path: 1->2->1->2->3->2->1 (6 hops)
Another’s: 1->2->3->2->3->2->3->2->3->2->1 (10 hops)
Another’s: 1->2->3->2->1 (5 hops)….etc 
Combining all possibilities: C(1,3) = 8 hops
•Measures how “close” two nodes are in a more sophisticated 
way than simple shortest path, because it considers all possible 
paths between nodes
•Robust to changes in graph structure, noise
•Applications include clustering, collaborative filtering 
(recommendations), and image segmentation
Results
• Accuracy of approximations from high degree starting node i
•Accuracy of approximations from medium degree starting node i
•Accuracy of approximations from low degree starting node i
•Eigenpair contribution to commute time for “high”->”high” degree 
•Eigenpair contribution to commute time for “low”->”low” degree
•Accuracy (elements/ordering) of top-k closest commute time nodes
Approach
•Tested how closely commute times calculated by truncating the 
eigen-summation approximate the actual commute time
•Plotted accuracy of commute time approximation as more and more 
eigenpairs were added (Figures 1-6)
•Checked which specific eigenpairs contributed most to commute 
time (Figures 7-10)
•Applied truncated commute time to see accuracy (elements chosen, 
ranking order) of various top-k lists (Figures 11, 12)
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A Model Problem
•Suppose I am given a graph where each node is a college football 
team and each edge is a game played between two teams.  Given 
Cal, Stanford, and Oregon as  a “seed set,” can I identify the 
remaining members of the Pac-10, while distinguishing them from 
teams belonging to other conferences?
Hmm…if I liked Toy 
Story and The Karate 
Kid, what else would be 
good?
Conclusions
•High degree to high degree commute times were best approximated 
through eigenpairs associated with the largest eigenvalues
•Low degree to low degree commute times were approximated (but 
not as accurately) by eigenpairs with smallest nonzero eigenvalues
•Attaining accurate Top-k estimations and orderings apparently 
requires a sizeable fraction of the spectrum.  Ordering of the overall 
list improved more predictably than the ordering of the Top-k list.
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Jaccard Index , J(X, Y) =                        Kendall Tau rank correlation coefficient, K(X, Y) = 
𝑋⋂𝑌
𝑋⋃𝑌
 
 # of concordant pairs −  (# of discordant pairs)
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The pair (a,b) is concordant if the order of a and b are the same on both lists X and Y, and discordant otherwise
𝐶 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑉𝐺  
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